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Prous Science Selects Cadmus/KGL for Content Production
Richmond, Virginia (April 26, 2005) - Cadmus Communications Corporation (NASDAQ/NM: CDMS) today
announced that Prous Science has selected KnowledgeWorks Global Limited (KGL) to provide content production
services for its journals program. KGL is an Indian-based content services company that is majority owned by
Cadmus Communications. KGL provides copy-editing, composition and data conversion services to scholarly
and educational publishers from facilities in Mumbai and Chennai, India.
Prous Science (www.prous.com), headquartered in Barcelona, Spain, has selected KGL as a preferred
outsourced content services provider for copyediting of articles, abstracts and for composition services of
journals, including Methods and Findings in Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology. Prous Science is a leading
international supplier of high value-added information and communication services for professionals involved in
drug research and clinical application. Prous’ products are used by leading international pharmaceutical and
biotechnological companies, public research centers and regulatory agencies.
“We are pleased to be working with Cadmus/KGL to improve the efficiency of our journal production processes
and workflow,” said Tom Clark, Publishing Director of Prous Science. “We also welcome their extensive expertise
in content coding and typesetting management.”
“We are excited to begin a strategic outsourcing relationship with Prous Science, an innovative market leader in
pharmacology and drug research,” said Steve Hare, President of Cadmus’ Publisher Services Group. “We
believe that KGL will deliver cost savings, time efficiency, and high quality service as an expert production partner
for Prous.”

ABOUT CADMUS
Cadmus Communications Corporation provides end-to-end, integrated graphic communications services to
professional publishers, not-for-profit societies and corporations. Cadmus is the world’s largest provider of
content management and production services to scientific, technical and medical journal publishers, the fifth
largest publications printer in North America, and a leading national provider of specialty packaging products and
services. For more information about the innovative technologies and products developed for publishers by
Cadmus, visit www.cadmus.com.
.

ABOUT KNOWLEDGEWORKS GLOBAL LIMITED (KGL)
KGL (www.kwglobal.com) is an India-based content services company that is majority owned by Cadmus
Communications. KGL provides a full range of content processing, content management, data conversion and
related services to scholarly, educational, and trade publishers around the world. KGL operates two processing
centers in India, Mumbai and Chennai, with employees skilled in major publishing production platforms including
XyVision, 3B2, TeX and Quark.

